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The Society was founded in 1968 to protect and improve the amenities of East
Grinstead and its environs. The town has a long history and a unique architectural heritage, entrusted for the time being to the hands of our generation.
It should be our concern that such contributions as we in our turn make are
worthy of the past and a fitting bequest to the future.
The Society arranges regular talks, discussions, films and visits. It produces a Bulletin of its news and of articles of local interest two or three tirres a
year. In 1969 it produced a Report on the High Street Conservation Area which
was well received as the basis for future policy. It is also very active in making representations to the local authorities on planning matters. With the reorganisation of local government its importance as a watchdog has increased.
It has hol five exhibitions, published a booklet of reminiscences and two sets
of postcards reproducing old views of the town, and established a Town Museum
in conjunction with the Town Council.
The Society is registered as a charity. It is registered with the Civic Trust,
a member of the Sussex Federation of Amenity Societies and affiliated to the
Sussex Archaeological Society. A copy of its constitution is available on request.
MEMBERSHIP
The strength of such a Society lies in the extent to which it can be seen to represent public opinion; the larger its membership the greater its influence.
The subscription is 75 new pence a year (additional members in the same family
25), to be renewed on 1 January every year, except by those joining at or after
the previous A.G.M. Subscriptions, preferably by banker's order, should be
sent to the Treasurer, Barclays Bank, East Grinstead.
PRESIDENT

G. JOHNSON SMITH, M.P.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Chairman
Vice-Chairman
irer
Hon.Secretary

M.J.LEPPARD, M.A. (also Editor of Publications)
C .W.GOOLDEN
A.C.C" .2, A.I.B.
D.G.JOYCE, F.R.I.B.A.

M.J.BERRY; B.W.DIVALL; C.E.HARTLAND,F.R.I.B.A.; D.G.JEFFERIES
(meetings Secretary); Cr R.E..S.MILLER; Mrs J.RUSHMAN; Mrs T.F.
VALLANCE; P.D.WOOD,F.R.I.C.S.
CORRESPONDENCE
All official correspondence should be sent to the appropriate officer, do
Barclays Bank, East Grinstead. Applications for membership and subscriptions should be sent to the Treasurer, notices of change of address and queries
about subscriptions to the Membership Secretary (Mrs K.Jefferies), correspondence about the Museum, matter for the Bulletin and requests for publications to the Chairman, and all other correspondence to the Honorary Secretary.
PUBLICATIONS
Permission to reproduce anything from this Bulletin should be sought from
the Editor. Unsigned contributions are the work of the Editor and officers.
Opinions in signed articles are not necessarily those of anyone but tI
authors.
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THE BULLETIN OF THE EAST GRINSTEAD SOCIETY No. 23 January 1978
'While the hard core of its 300-plus members are a very dedicated gang, the
highly thought of East Grinstead Society does such good work in the town that
The Society's
it deserves to be far more strongly supported than it is
Bulletin, published two or three times a year, is worth the cost of a subscription on its own.' East Grinstead Courier, editorial, 5 January 1978.
...

FT)TTORT AL

Encouraged by the high praise quoted above we enter our tenth anniversary

year and commend to members the preliminary arrangements for it reported
overleaf, while asking their indulgence of another delay in publication. We
may claim to have achieved much in the ten years and to be a force to be
reckoned with in the town, but it is only the active support of a large body of
members that has brought us where we are and that will sustain our work
over the next ten years.
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We thank those members who stood down or were not re-elected at the
A.G.M.: Mr P.A.Capstick, Mr V.P.Newson and Mrs K.Ingwersen, a
valued founder-member to whom we owe (among much else) the use of the
Friends' Meeting House for committee meetings at a nominal sum. Into
their places we welcome Mrs J.Rushman, Mr C.E.Hartland and Mr M.J.Berry.

M E E T I I'.I G S
ROYALTY IN SUSSEX was the title of a talk by Mrs H.Edgehill on 14 September.
THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING on 20 October transacted all the usual
business and gave a chance for valuable discussion of the Society's concerns
and visual display of its activities.
LATE 19th CENTURY GENTRY in the High Weald was the subject of a fascinating

and scholarly talk on his current research by Mr J.R.Lowerson on 16 November.
THE PRE-CHRISTMAS PARTY on 14 December was a well-supported and most
enjoyable occasion, admirably organised by Dennis and Kate Jefferies. It
gave us a chance to welcome as guests, in appreciation of what they do for

us, the Town Mayor and Mrs Tricker, Miss F.M.Marsden, the Sussex
Archaeological Society's Curator, and Mrs E.J.Gasson, whose pupils undertake clerical work on our notices, minutes, envelopes for Bulletins, etc.
It was also the first opportunity to see the new arrangements for the Museum.
NEXT MEETING: 18 January open discussion of the Society's concerns,
each introduced by an appropriate member.
1978 PROGRAMMEt For the first time we now have a fixed meeting date
(third Wednesday in month) and a whole year's programme arranged in

advance and circulated to all members in order to save the work and
expense of separate notice of each event, thanks to the enterprise and effort
of our Meetings Secretary, Mr D.G.Jefferies.
THE COMMITTEE met on 7 September and 26 October. Next meeting 11
January.

ELDERLY RESIDENT: I'm almost a native of Grinstead. Well, I am a native,
apart from a few years in the army in the war.
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THE SOCIETY 'S TENTH ANNIVERSARY
PUBLIC ACT
Various schemes have been put forward for marking our tenth anniversary.
One which is being actively investigated is the planting of trees round King
George's Hall. That building is something of a stark and rectangular block in
the landscape, and to soften the outline a bit with some big trees seems to some
of us to be a useful project.
We have approached Mid Sussex District Council, the relevant authority,
and have received an encouraging preliminary response. There are several
possible planting schemes. The cost might run to about £150, depending on
size of transplants and the sort of protection required.
We should like to agree a suitable scheme with Mid Sussex, raise the necessary money and plant the trees this year. More up-to-date information will
appear in our next issue with a plan. Meanwhile what do members think of the
idea?
P. D. WOOD
ANNUAL EXHIBITION
To celebrate our tenth anniversary this year's exhibition will concentrate on
the Society's activities and achievements. Each aspect will be a separate
section, for which an appropriate member of the committee will be responsible,
helped by any other members he cares to call on. Mr M.J.Leppard will be responsible for the general organisation and will be glad to hear from those who
would like to help in any way. Mr B.W.Divall will co-ordinate display materials
and Mrs T.F.Vallance will once again draw up the rota of stewards. It is vital
to the success of the exhibition that large numbers of members should come forward to do an hour or two's stewarding during the week; please contact Mrs
Valiance, Westering, Dunnings Road (21283). The dates are Monday 31 July
to Saturday 5 August inclusive (exact hours to be decided) at Chequer Mead
School Hall.
We are also inviting kindred bodies, such as the Lingfield and District Amenity Society, and those to which we are linked, such as the Sussex Archaeological
Society, to mount a small display of their work.
Further details in our next issue and at meetings.
M.J.L.
NEXT BULLETIN
Bulletin 24 (May 1978) will be a special TENTH ANNIVERSARY NUMBER. Some
material is already to hand; all contributions to Mr M.J.Leppard, Sackville
School, as soon as possible.

OTHER ACTIVITIES
TREES: As members will (we hope) have noticed, our plane tree has arrived
quietly and safely in its place outside Sackville College. Our tree survey continues, and our suggestions for further planting, including our anniversary act.
MUSEUM: See p.12.

POSTCARDS: See p.11.

CHURCHYARD RAILINGS: See p.11.

MEMBERSHIP: See p.12.

UNHAPPY, FAR-OFF THINGS ...
by R.H.Wood
We were a mixed lot in our Wardens ' Post, a cellar cut from the sand rock
three centuries ago under what is now Middle Row. Individuals are not to be described but we were indeed in great variety. A good proportion had served in the
earlier war and still had the active-serviceman's trick of sleeping, if only for five
minutes, anyhow and anywhere. Casually, behind wreathing tobacco smoke, they
brought out their tales, less for effect than as simple graphic illustrations to the
talk which passed in the long night hours.
Night watches had revelations of their own; the dark bulk and outline of
ancient buildings seen suddenly anew; the jumble of graves in the churchyard
shown by moonlight to be in orderly arrangement; and out of fatigue would come
a ;ort of fantasy. One morning in the dead hours the moon went down in wild
glory behind bare poplars and craggy firs: it was as if drama dwelt in the backcloth and the actors, feeling their genius withdrawn, had silently departed.
There was some exchange of cheerful rudeness with the Home Guard. We
said they never went out in the rain - but who knew with what forlorn courage
some of them might die?
The evening shadows were one too many and gentle mists too cold. With
darkness came the relentless beat of aero-engines and our eyes were turned
to the north.
One night a small house in Holtye Road was hit by a 500 lb bomb. From the
wreckage three women were delivered almost unhurt: a fourth called upon God
to help her and later died. Torches glowed continuously between shattered ribs
of timber. On the fringe of awareness the guns muttered and red light flickered
in the northern sky: small unexpected silences were broken only by the gentle
trickling of water into the crater from the fractured pipe. Strangers joined the
work unasked. When the last woman was lifted out she could yet say a trmulous
word of thanks and as her voice died away one of these strangers straightened
himself and took out a cigarette. A match flared, lighting what seemed a hard
face and the embroidered tank on his battledress. 'There you are, God bless
you' said he. The words dropped into one of the silences and seemed a little
surprising.
London burned. The first night of the fire raids was an interminable glare
of moonlight; the second had cloud to reflect above our heads the conflagration
thirty miles away; and the third sparkled with tracer. We were hit but not
hurt. Sometimes, when night had been horrid with noise and surging flame,
one might be surprised to go out and see only torn clods, oily patches and
circles of burnt turf under the morning light. For all that one was concerned
with neat holes hiding the promise of destruction, one could yet be aware of
quiet in the countryside, of young corn sprouting tender and undismayed.

Memorable to some will be a 1000 lb unexploded bomb near the hospital.
The bomb squad set fire to its main explosive charge and, hoarse-voiced, it
burned away with a six foot flame.
One remembers an entry in a journal: 'I am always tired'.

One night Menzies, the Australian Prime Minister, came to Wardens' Control.
His car had broken down. He stayed about three quarters of an hour and had a
cup of Bill's old-soldier's tea. He is a big man, gave his impressions of his
journey through Libya and thinks the world of Winston Churchill. He left saying
that Australians are good soldiers but bad politicians.
There was a dog-fight and a German's unopened parachute was seen 'Romancandling to the ground. Warden P., a man of few words, reported him spitted
upon an oak tree's broken branch.

A daylight raider, limping from London, was caught by fighters and over the
town they mobbed him. Through the roar of their guns the rhythm of his cannon
fire came slow and heavy and presently he fled southward trailing black smoke.
Forthwith, in a moment of uncanny silence, a shower of cartridge clips fell
tinkling on the roadway outside the Dorset Arms. The German went down on
the Forest ridge and one or two of the crew were first buried in Nutley churchyard.

On a July afternoon, a hit-and-run raider laid his bomb load across the town
and, turning at leisure, loosed his guns upon the street. A cloud of dust drifted
down-wind. It was teatime and a hundred people gave up their lives.
DUST
It seemed a giant gave way to giant mirth,
Let loose a roar and stamped upon the earth;
Shook up a fading dust cloud which the calm
Indifferent sky ignored as nothing worth.
Soft running dust had overlaid her face.
Part of a wall, unheeded, commonplace
Of working days, accepted guardian,
Burdened her now; crushed out her woman's grace
From all below one bare defenceless breast.
Chance, not to spare a last sardonic jest,
Laid her poor broken head upon the stones
In heartless mockery of tranquil rest.
Through all his ages man will have it so;
New his bright weapons, old his changeless woe;
Till thinned away like unregardeddust,
There has been time enough to see him go.
For those concerned with the aftermath, duty fixed, as it were, a tourniquet
upon sensibility but a hidden process of realisation went on and dawned ful rupon
each within some private hour. The dead were finally assembled for identification in a disused motor works and many hours were spent there in their company.
There was no blackout so that when darkness fell it was necessary to leave them.
Very quiet and 1u -iely they seemed when one looked back through the dusk at their
faintly glimmering ranks.
Later a number were buried in a common grave. The words of the burial
service seemed more empty than usual. There was a wind in the trees and the
singing voices sounded tenuous and sad. The gramophone was playing Bach's Air
on the G string. As by instinct two persons looked at each other and the women's
face crumpled into tears. 'Those poor people. ' The tourniquet was off.
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A DAIRY VICTORIAN STYLE
hy L.Gayton

Having recently photographed the late-Victorian dairy adjoining the home
farm of Brockhurst, off the Lewes Road, I thought members might like to know
something about it.
This unusual little building, which looks more like a summer house or
porter's lodge, seems more ornamental in design than was customary for
utilitarian structures. The outer sides of the walls have red and buff bricks
patterned in contrasting lozenge design or in horizontal bands, while the pretty
veranda has no other purpose than to shield the lower part of the walls from the
sun's heat.
Inside, the white-painted roof, with exposed rafters, is open to the ridge.
The walls, white tiled in lozenge arrangement from floor level up to the eaves
line, are plastered and whitewashed above. Round the four sides runs a stout
working bench topped by thick slate slabs. There are ventilators under this,
with decorative grilles on the wall outside.
Although the coupled lancet windows in the four gables and the glazed
entrance door provide the sole daylight illumination the interior is surprisingly
light and is cool even on the hottest summer day.
The most striking external feature is the roof - a sort of double-saddleback of which I know only one other example: at Hinton Charthouse Priory, near Bath.
N.B. The dairy is on private land and is not normally shown to visitors but there
is quite a good view of it from the old Tunbridge Wells railway embankment. We
are grateful to I'Ir D.B.Farrar, the owner, for permission to photograph and
publish this.

OUR COVER PICTURE
by A.C.King
In 1675 John Ogilby produced the first edition of his Britannia, the first survey of the roads of England and Wales. It included 200 pages of text and 101
maps of the major roads presented in strip form.
The maps were engraved on copper plates and included a great deal of information. They were in advance of their time and many of their features remain
in use today. Each sheet included six or seven strips drawn to represent a
scroll, each strip or section having a compass rose. The overall presentation,
in common with other maps of the period, is ornate and each sheet includes an
elaborate cartouche for the title and a description of the route.
Geographical and architectural features, woodlands, gallows, fenced and unfenced roads are indicated, and the mileage from the starting point. The scale
is 1" to the mile, miles and furlongs being indicated by a series of dots in the
roadway. Other maps produced at that time included three scales of mileage:
Ogilby used the statute mile and his influence caused it to be universally adopted
by subsequent map-makers.
Map 31 of the first edition is of the road from London to Newhaven 'Containing 56 miles 2 furlongs, vizt From the Standard in Cornhill London to Stretham
6'2. to Croydon 4'3. to East Grimsted 19'2. to Lewes 20'2. &to Newhaven 6'2
Continued From Newhaven to New-Shoreham com: Sussex 16 miles, vizt to
Brighthelmeston 9'1 & to New-Shoreham 6'7. '
The third strip starts at the 27th mile, the present day Woodcock Bridge,
and eight miles are reproduced. Interesting features indicated are the Fel
Stream (Feibridge Water) and County boundary, a gallows at 28 1 6, the descent
from East Grinstead to The Forrest of Ashdowne and several roads going east
and west. Two appealing features at 34' are the Quarry of Stone and the road
'into ye Forrest'.

LOCAL HISTORY NOTES
CENTENARY : Congratulations to East Grinstead's Methodist cause on its centenary and the fortieth anniversary of its present buildings. Anyone able to
help the writing of its history now being undertaken with documents, photographs or memories is urged to contact Mr W.H.Irvine, 39 Campbell Crescent
(24599) as soon as possible.
CHEQUER MEAD SCHOOL (further to Chronology in Bulletin 22): A cutting from
the Surrey Mirror of 28 January 1882 in a scrapbook among the Sackville School
records shows that the architect of the new building then erected was named
Houghton and the builders the firm of the late John Godly (died October 1881).
QUERY: Information is required on the activities in this area, c.1906 9 of C.R.
Billuts, a noted botanist and entomologist. Contact Mrs V.Greig, 44 Lynton
Park Avenue (22952).
PUPIL: Some of the old houses in the High Street were built by Jerries.
M.J.L.: Pardon?
PUPIL: Some of the houses in the High Street were built by Germans.
M.J..L.: Where did you get that from?
PUPIL: Someone at the East Grinstead Society said it.
M.J.L.: Oh. (Realises the reference was to jerry building.)

LOCAL NEWSPAPERS
by M.J.Leppard
Previous attempts to relate something of the history of East Grinstead's
newspapers, in the East Grinstead Observer in 1932 for its (miscalculated)
fiftieth anniversary, in the same paper's publicity leaflet and street map of c.
1959 and in our Bulletin 14 (May 1974), have all contained errors. Further research, especially in the catalogue of the British Library's newspaper collection
makes possible a fuller and more accurate account than any of them, and the
temporary exhibition of local newspapers at our Museum in January and February supplies the occasion.
Our first periodical, Hayward's Monthly Illustrated Journal, which sold for
a penny, is only known to us from a report of a copy surviving from 1869 in the
East Grinstead Observer in c.1955 (present whereabouts unknown) and from cuttings in a scrapbook among the parish records. Its first appearance was described as quite a sensation' by Edward Steer in his account of James Hayward,
its printer and publisher, in his reminiscences serialised in the East Grinstead
Observer in 1899.
In 1872 the Kent and Sussex Courier first appeared at Tunbridge Wells.
Right from the start, apparently, it published an East Grinstead edition, which
did not become The East Grinstead Courier until the early 1950s, changing to
tabloid size in 1968 and still with us today. The British Library holds the
Tunbridge Wells edition from no.36, 6 June 1873.
East Grinstead's first weekly paper of its own was brought out by John Tully
in 1874, The North Sussex Gazette, published every Saturday at the Glen Vue
Printing Works at the top of Railway Approach (established by Tully jn 1870).
The British Library's holding runs from no.53 (2 January 1875) to the last
issue (18 November 1893, possibly the time of Tully's death).
On 2 April 1878 Hayward's widow announced the publication at her 'Mediaeval Printing Works', I & 2 High Street, of a new weekly, The Sussex Echo.
On 11 May she announced its discontinuance. No copies or even cuttings seem
to have survived; ouronly evidence is notices preserved in a scrapbook among
the Sackville College records.
Considerably more success followed the launching in 1881 by Messrs
Farncombe & Co. of Lewes from an office in our High Street of The East
Grinstead Observer, also still with us. The British Library's holding runs
from no. 59 (6 May 1882), a fact which may well explain why it celebrated its
jubilee in 1932. It began as a staunchly Conservative paper, appearing on
Saturdays right up to the second world war, after which the publication date
gradually changed to Wednesdays and it became a tabloid. An account of its
founder-editor Wallace Hills is in our Bulletin 15 (September 1974).
A Liberal opponent appeared in 1883, The Southern Free Press, whose title
continued thus: East Grinstead Times, Haywards Heath Herald, t5ckfield
Telegraph, Burgess Hill Chronicle, Cuckfield, Hurst, Lindfield and District
Reporter. There is no evidence that this represents papers taken over and
incorporated; it is probably a rather pretentious indication of the intended
circulation area. With the issue of 8 April 1892 the title changed, probably
more realistically, to The East Grinstead Times. The British Library has a
complete run from the first issue (12 October 1883) to the last (18 August
1894). This paper, which appeared on Fridays and cost Id, was printed by
a local builder, Edward Steer, first ati Moat Terrace, then at 66 London Road
which he designed and built in 1891 (see his monogram on the front), now
occupied by the Observer.
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Its demise was speedily followed by a successor, The East Grinstead Express,
published every Friday by Fred Maplesden who had taken over the Haywards
business in 1884. This, however, was another Conservative paper. The
British Library has a complete run from the first (7 September 1894) to the last
in 1902.
We are grateful for the co-operation in the gathering of information for this
article to the two surviving local papers and to the county library headquarters.
Any further information that readers may be able to supply will be very welcome.
EAST GRINSTEAD GUIDE BOOKS
In Bulletin 13 (Autumn 1973) we published a first list of local guidebooks as
an aid to study of the town's history. Since then the following additions have
come to light:
2A 1892 The Popular Penny Illustrated Guide to East Grinstead, Its Walks,
Drives & Places of Interest
Brighton: Walser & Grist, Printers & Publishers, 36 Western Road,
Hove.
(EGS)
Photographs by Meisenbark.
8A 1920 East Grinstead
Official publication of U.D.C.
Suburban & Provincial Development Association
Photographs by W. Page

(EGPL)

Three editions have now been identified of
17

East Grinstead: An Illustrated Guide, N.D.
Payne & Co., estate agents

17 early 50s, yellow cover

(PC)

17A early 50s, white cover

(PC)

17B early or mid-60s (Property Publications Ltd. P/259610/E/A)

(EGPL)

25 1976 M.J.Leppard, East Grinstead, 2nded. (EJB75/37/HH)
COVER: green, full colour coat of arms

(EGS&c.)

CODE:

EGPL East Grinstead Public Library
EGS East Grinstead Society, Town Museum collection
PC
Private collection

Since the original list was compiled our Town Museum has come into existence and has managed to acquire several guides. The following, however, are
still needed; perhaps some members will be able to present copies:
12345678 8A91011 1215161717A17B
The Public Library would be grateful for the following:
1 2 2A 3456789 10111214161717A 24
News of any still not on the list would also be very welcome.

M.J.LEPPARD

LOCAL REFERENCES IN SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS (cont'd)
vol.39 (1894) p.30 'Middle pointed' screen in outhouse at Sackville College
pp. 109, 117 Aifrey family
p.114 Pickering and Turner families
p. 127 Disclaimers of arms posted at E.G., 1671
pp. 130-2 local magistrates, 1781 (three names)
pp. 143f. ,147,149,150,151 Rent Roll of Duke of Dorset, l718-20
p.203 Rainfall figures, 1893 (P.E.Wallis)
p.224 Ric.Kidder, baptised at E.G. 1634
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THE SOCIETY 'S THIRD SET OF POSTCARDS
From the resources of members and the Museum we have been able to produce another attractive set of postcards, some from original glass negatives.
The price is 35 n.p. per set at the Museum or (by post only, postage extra) from
our treasurer, Barclays Bank. Set 2 is still available (25 n.p.) and set 1 has
been reprinted (35 n.p.). All cards can also be bought separately.
1 EAST GRINSTEAD FAIR, 21 April 1896
This picture, from a postcard in V.E.Morris 's series, was undoubtedly
taken on the same day and at the same time as the more familiar one, known to
be by E.J.Bedford of Lewes, which has often been reproduced, e.g. in our
Reminiscences and in J.S.Gray's Victorian and Edwardian Sussex.
2 ORPHANS OF ST MARGARET'S ORPHANAGE, c.1910
This photograph, probably by William Harding, shows the orphans lined up
for their regular Sunday afternoon walk, still remembered by older residents,
from the Convent to the Three Crowns and back. The orphanage, added to the
work of St. Margaret's in 1857 was merged into St. Agnes' and St. Michael's
School after the last war as the need for such institutions declined.
3 WATER RATS SWIMMING CLUB, 1898
Probably another Harding photograph but nothing is known of the meeting
place (evidently a pond or river) or membership or history of the club.
4 CATTLE MARKET, 1905
One of several apparently "taken at the same time, again by Harding. The
(private) market, in Cantelupe Road, ceased selling livestock in 1970.
5 J.M.NEALE AND FAMILY, 1855
Reproduced from the frontispiece to Collected Hymns, Sequences and Carols
of John Mason Neale (1914), where it is dated 1855, so seeming to belong to the
set of pictures of Sackville College taken in August of that year (see Bulletin 18,
p.8), one of them certainly by the famous Joseph Cundall. Apart from its
intrinsic interest the picture is a detailed record of costume. The blurred or
strained faces are explained by the need to hold the pose for a long exposure.
Further information on the Society 's postcards is always desirable; contact
Mr M.J.Leppard, Sackville School.
JUBILEE ACTIVITIES
CHURCHYARD RAILINGS: Our thanks to Messrs Granthams for skillfully completing their part of the work and to all members and friends who by their donations or labour made the restoration possible. Once the danger of frosts is
past, painting can finish the project. Offers of help to Mr D.G.Jefferies, 36
Portnd Road (24775).
PUBLIC MEMENTO: At the public meeting on 19 September our proposal was
one of several for environmental improvements but by a margin of one vote
Cr Griffin's plan for a 'podium' in the grounds of East Court was finally adopted. Since then nothing more has been heard of the scheme. However, our
hopes are not entirely frustrated as they are revived in modified form for our
proposed tenth anniversary act (see p.4 above).
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MUSEUM NEWS
In a gratifyingly short time we have decorated and occupied our new
rooms, thanks to the very professional design work of Mr D.G.Joyce and
the team of workers ably organised by Mr B.W.Divall. One room tells the
story of our town, the other is devoted to craft bygones. The corridor
provides space for displaying and selling our publications and hanging a
few pictures. Much is now on show that was not displayed before and the
rest is shown to better effect, so it is well worth a visit from those who
saw only room 11. Opening times remain Wednesday afternoons, admission free, private parties at other times by arrangement with Mr Leppard.
Temporary exhibitions in the cabinet in the entrance hall continue.
The January-February subject is LOCAL NEWSPAPERS, on which see a
special article on p.9 above. For March-April it is WILLIAM HARDING'S
EAST GRINSTEAD, a selection of the work of our longest lived and most
prolific photographer, stretching from the 160s to c.1920. Harding's
work is discussed, with that of other local photographers, in Bulletin 18
(January 1976) but there is still much that we could bear to know about
him. The May-June subject will probably be the PALMER and DIXON
business which flourished in the town for some 200 years.
Gifts in kind continue to come in steadily, nearly all of considerable
interest, and we have still not appealed for any. Financially we depend
on the sale of booklets and donations, so we are extremely grateful to the
Town Council for a grant of £50 towards the redecorating costs.
MEMBERSHIP NEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS: All subscriptions (except those taken out at or after the
A.G.M. on 20 October) are due for renewal on 1 January. Payment (75
n.p., additional members in same family 25) may be made at the Museum
or at meetings; cheques or (preferably) banker's orders may be sent to
the Membership Secretary, do Barclays Bank. At the end of 1977 membership was approximately 340, a slight increase during the year.
HONORARY MEMBERS: On a proposal from the floor at the A.G.M. Mr
and Mrs R.H.Wood were elected honorary life members in recognition of
their valuable services to every aspect of the Society's activities since
its foundation, not least Mr Wood's work for several years as scrutineer
of planning applications.
OBITUARY: We regret to record the deaths of two very faithful members,
both of whom had contributed to these columns, Mr G.M.Smart, who was
always glad to put his geneaological expertise at the Society's disposal,
and Mrs C.H.Webster, who by her enterprise saved the Golden Boot for
the town.
SINCERE THANKS to Mrs Ann Standen as she retires from the Corner House
Restaurant for the facilities so readily offered us to sell our publications
and otherwise promote our interests there. We shall miss this valuable
window to which so many visitors were naturally drawn, but at least we
now have the Museum as a sales outlet.
PUBLICITY: The new committee has appointed Mr M.J.Leppard as press
correspondent and Mr D . G . Jefferies to handle advertising.
DAY TRIP TO FRANCE, 6 July: Mr E.S.Oliver invites members to join his
annual day trip, this time to Calais and St Omer, which still retains much
of its Flemish past. Adult cost £16. Details from Mr Oliver, Chetwynd,
Brooklands Way (21838).
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been reprinted (35 n.p.). All cards can also be bought separately.
1 EAST GRINSTEAD FAIR, 21 April 1896
This picture, from a postcard in V.E.Morris 's series, was undoubtedly
taken on the same day and at the same time as the more familiar one, known to
be by E.J.Bedford of Lewes, which has often been reproduced, e.g. in our
Reminiscences and in J.S.Gray's Victorian and Edwardian Sussex.
2 ORPHANS OF ST MARGARET'S ORPHANAGE, c.1910
This photograph, probably by William Harding, shows the orphans lined up
for their regular Sunday afternoon walk, still remembered by older residents,
from the Convent to the Three Crowns and back. The orphanage, added to the
work of St. Margaret's in 1857 was merged into St. Agnes' and St. Michael's
School after the last war as the need for such institutions declined.
3 WATER RATS SWIMMING CLUB, 1898
Probably another Harding photograph but nothing is known of the meeting
place (evidently a pond or river) or membership or history of the club.
4 CATTLE MARKET, 1905
One of several apparently "taken at the same time, again by Harding. The
(private) market, in Cantelupe Road, ceased selling livestock in 1970.
5 J.M.NEALE AND FAMILY, 1855
Reproduced from the frontispiece to Collected Hymns, Sequences and Carols
of John Mason Neale (1914), where it is dated 1855, so seeming to belong to the
set of pictures of Sackville College taken in August of that year (see Bulletin 18,
p.8), one of them certainly by the famous Joseph Cundall. Apart from its
intrinsic interest the picture is a detailed record of costume. The blurred or
strained faces are explained by the need to hold the pose for a long exposure.
Further information on the Society 's postcards is always desirable; contact
Mr M.J.Leppard, Sackville School.
JUBILEE ACTIVITIES
CHURCHYARD RAILINGS: Our thanks to Messrs Granthams for skillfully completing their part of the work and to all members and friends who by their donations or labour made the restoration possible. Once the danger of frosts is
past, painting can finish the project. Offers of help to Mr D.G.Jefferies, 36
Portnd Road (24775).
PUBLIC MEMENTO: At the public meeting on 19 September our proposal was
one of several for environmental improvements but by a margin of one vote
Cr Griffin's plan for a 'podium' in the grounds of East Court was finally adopted. Since then nothing more has been heard of the scheme. However, our
hopes are not entirely frustrated as they are revived in modified form for our
proposed tenth anniversary act (see p.4 above).
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MUSEUM NEWS
In a gratifyingly short time we have decorated and occupied our new
rooms, thanks to the very professional design work of Mr D.G.Joyce and
the team of workers ably organised by Mr B.W.Divall. One room tells the
story of our town, the other is devoted to craft bygones. The corridor
provides space for displaying and selling our publications and hanging a
few pictures. Much is now on show that was not displayed before and the
rest is shown to better effect, so it is well worth a visit from those who
saw only room 11. Opening times remain Wednesday afternoons, admission free, private parties at other times by arrangement with Mr Leppard.
Temporary exhibitions in the cabinet in the entrance hall continue.
The January-February subject is LOCAL NEWSPAPERS, on which see a
special article on p.9 above. For March-April it is WILLIAM HARDING'S
EAST GRINSTEAD, a selection of the work of our longest lived and most
prolific photographer, stretching from the 160s to c.1920. Harding's
work is discussed, with that of other local photographers, in Bulletin 18
(January 1976) but there is still much that we could bear to know about
him. The May-June subject will probably be the PALMER and DIXON
business which flourished in the town for some 200 years.
Gifts in kind continue to come in steadily, nearly all of considerable
interest, and we have still not appealed for any. Financially we depend
on the sale of booklets and donations, so we are extremely grateful to the
Town Council for a grant of £50 towards the redecorating costs.
MEMBERSHIP NEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS: All subscriptions (except those taken out at or after the
A.G.M. on 20 October) are due for renewal on 1 January. Payment (75
n.p., additional members in same family 25) may be made at the Museum
or at meetings; cheques or (preferably) banker's orders may be sent to
the Membership Secretary, do Barclays Bank. At the end of 1977 membership was approximately 340, a slight increase during the year.
HONORARY MEMBERS: On a proposal from the floor at the A.G.M. Mr
and Mrs R.H.Wood were elected honorary life members in recognition of
their valuable services to every aspect of the Society's activities since
its foundation, not least Mr Wood's work for several years as scrutineer
of planning applications.
OBITUARY: We regret to record the deaths of two very faithful members,
both of whom had contributed to these columns, Mr G.M.Smart, who was
always glad to put his geneaological expertise at the Society's disposal,
and Mrs C.H.Webster, who by her enterprise saved the Golden Boot for
the town.
SINCERE THANKS to Mrs Ann Standen as she retires from the Corner House
Restaurant for the facilities so readily offered us to sell our publications
and otherwise promote our interests there. We shall miss this valuable
window to which so many visitors were naturally drawn, but at least we
now have the Museum as a sales outlet.
PUBLICITY: The new committee has appointed Mr M.J.Leppard as press
correspondent and Mr D . G . Jefferies to handle advertising.
DAY TRIP TO FRANCE, 6 July: Mr E.S.Oliver invites members to join his
annual day trip, this time to Calais and St Omer, which still retains much
of its Flemish past. Adult cost £16. Details from Mr Oliver, Chetwynd,
Brooklands Way (21838).

THE WEST SUSSEX STRUCTURE PLAN
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by P.D.Wood
Following the recent public meetings and after making a study of the published draft plan we have submitted a number of observations to the county planning
offier. Briefly they are
1 We strongly disagree with the Council's assumption that the present stock of
housing land (about 2500 units according to the Council, probably rather less in
fact) will last through the Plan period of 15 years. The present rate of housing
starts and the improving economic outlook suggests to us that the land will be
virtually exhausted in 5-10 years. Unless suitable provision for controlled releases is made, the latter part of the Plan period is likely to be a time of extreme
pressure, land shortage and runaway prices.
2 We are much concerned at the proposal to improve the A264 between East
Grinstead and the M23 at Pound Hill without any prospect of improvement to the
same road east of the town. Heavy traffic on the M23 link will certhnly lead to
increase of traffic in Moat Road and Holtye Road, already congested, narrow and
twisting as they are. The danger seems obvious.
3 Although not strictly relevant to the Structure Plan, we have protested against
the proposal to replace brick and slab paving with asphalt in the conservation area.
4 We have expressed concern that, if the Department of the Environment will
not consent to the establishment of a green belt between East Grinstead and
Crawley, the Plan does not contain sufficient sanctions to prevent the eventual
merging of the two towns. We regard the maintenance of open country in this
gap as of supreme importance. The County Council may have under-estimated
the strength of measures needed to maintain it.
5 We are also concerned to ensure that the general policy of limited growth,
with which we agree, will not prevent the controlled provision of the necessary
shops, car parks, post office and other facilities to service our increasing
population.
In other respects we feel that the draft Plan is to be welcomed as providing
strictly controlled and limited growth with proper respect for agriculture, the
countryside and urban conservation.
NEWS AND VIEWS
DANGER: It is impossible for pedestrians seeking to cross the mouth of Queens
Road to see the lights being obeyed by traffic intending to enter or leave it.
Can anything be done?
STANDEN: Can you spare an afternoon every week between Easter and October
on Wednesday, Thursday or Saturday? Standen needs more guides to help
supervise its numbers of visitors. The duties are not onerous and can be interesting. Please contact Mrs E.Motley, Standen Lodge (25680).
SLIGHT CONSOLATION: It may be some slight consolation to those who complain
of the time, inconvenience and expense required to get from here to our new
masters at Chichester to reflect that for over 550 years, up to 1799, the people
of Chichester must have complained of the time, inconvenience and expense
required to get from there to the Assizes at East Grinstead.
OUR TOWN TRAIL; 'A delightful introduction ... attractively presented and well
laid out ... a good example of the town trail' Sussex Archaeological Society
Newsletter.
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LIBRARY NEWS
Recent accessions likely to interest members include
301.1

Norton, M.

Directory of Social Change, vol.2: Community
('resources ... what people can do for themselves and influence political processes')
309.2630942 Whitby, M.C. et al. Rural Resource Development
352.042
Darke, R.
Local Government and the Public
609.
Cripps.A.
Rescuing the Past (The Countryman)
634.900942 Rackham, 0.
Trees and Woodland In the British Landscape
711.
Burke, G.
Towns in the Making (historical)
712.
Lancaster, 0.
The Pleasure Garden (history)
720.6142
Kennet, W.
Preservation (of buildings)
721.04421
Brunskill, R.
English Brickwork
914.2
Hoskins, W.G.
English Landscapes
942
Iredale, D.
Enjoying Archives
R.H.A.
RECENT PUBLICATIONS
SUSSEX INDICTMENTS of the reign of Elizabeth 1 (1559-1603) has been published
in the Public Record Office's Calendars of Assize Records. Almost all the
Elizabethan assizes for Sussex we.0 held at East Grinstead so the book is an
essential source for an important uspect of our history. (H.M.S.O., £19)
PECULIAR: The December 1977 number of the Sussex Family Historian contains
a short article by Mr M . J . Leppard on the areas of East Grinstead and Withyham
parishes which were subject to the 'peculiar' jurisdiction of the Archbishop of
Canterbury, using documentary and map evidence from 1296 to 1759. This is
the first time that East Grinstead's peculiar area has been discussed in print
and there is much more one would like to know about it. The same isue contains a list of Sussex gentry in c.1594, including five East Grinstead addresses.
SUSSEX BIBLIOGRAPHY, 1975-6 has just been produced by East Sussex County
Library. Great care has been taken to ensure comprehensiveness and detail
(e.g. separate listing of all longer articles in our Bulletins, for which 'e are
suitably grateful) but there are some surprising omissions (e.g. official guides
to Mid Sussex and East Grinstead). An invaluable tool for all researches in
Sussex history (50 n.p. from local library).
SUSSEX ARCHAEOLOGICAL COLLECTIONS, vol.114 (1976) contains an article
Sussex Wealth and Society in the Reign of Henry VIII' with several valuable
references to East Grinstead and an obituary of the late Mr I.D.Margary,our
founder President.
NEWSLETTER 17 'January 1978) of the Sussex Industrial Archaeology Society contains a brief article from us on our Museum.
SUSSEX HISTORY, vol. 1, no.4 (Autumn 1977) reprinted for a wider audience
(with permission) the article 'Early Photographers in East Grinstead' from our
Bulletin 18 (January 1976).
ASHURST WOOD NEWS: The Ashurst Wood Community Association has sent us the
first two numbers of its new publication of this name, well printed, with photographs (mostly old ones of village scenes or events, with useful notes), accounts
of local organisations, news, walks and a little history. (15 n.p., no indication of how or where copies may be had.)
OUR TOWN TRAIL: 'An excellent guide for the visitor ... superb threedimensional "nap" ... very readable text' Sussex History

